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Milan, 10/09/2020 - Milan Women’s and Mens’ Spring/Summer 2021 lineup will return on
September 22. The seven-day showcase will close September 28 and will host 64 fashion
shows, 39 Woman show, 4 Men and 19 co-ed, of which 23 physical and 41 in digital form.
43 presentations, of which 25 physical and 24 will unfold in digital format, 12 presentations
by appointment have been planned and 22 events for a total of 159 appointments.
In a move that underlines its commitment to the Italian fashion system, Valentino has
chosen to exceptionally show in Milan, with its co-ed collection scheduled to unfurl
Sunday, September 27 at 14:00.
A Cold Wall* will return for a second time, and will be present in Milan, with new, original
digital content.
Redemption, Sindiso Khumalo, MM6 Maison Margiela, Ji Won Choi will make its debut on
the Milan calendar with digital projects, while shi.RT by Tommaso Aquilano and Roberto
Rimondi will unfurl a physical show.
Returning to the Milan calendar with physical shows are Blumarine (under the creative
direction of Nicola Brognano) Dolce & Gabbana and Francesca Liberatore, while Shuting
Qiu, Emilio Pucci, Elisabetta Franchi and Andrea Pompilio will be present in digital form.
Other major highlights include the celebration of the Laura Biagotti brand’s 55th
anniversary with an original video; while the Emilio Pucci label will present a short film to
introduce a capsule collection created with Japanese designer Tomo Koizumi, co-recipient
of the 2020 LVMH Prize. Other top calendar events include the co-ed presentations of
creatives Fiona Sinha and Aleksandar Stanic, with an intriguing reading of Trussardi’s
style codes for Archive+Now, while luxury sports brand Bikkembergs will showcase its
first jewellery line.
On Sunday, September 27th the Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana (National Italian
Fashion Council) in collaboration with the BLACK LIVES MATTER IN ITALIAN FASHION
- COLLECTIVE will present “WE ARE MADE IN ITALY”, a groundbreaking event that will
shine a spotlight on the work of five POC (People of Color) talents who were discovered by
Afro Fashion Week in Milano founder Michelle Ngonmo. “The Fab Five Bridge Builders” will
show their SS21 collections as a unique collective of black-owned Made in Italy businesses
— the first of many events set to define the future of Italian fashion.
Mentored and supported by designers Stella Jean and Edward Buchanan, these emerging
brands will carry out an exercise in education regarding the new Made in Italy, through
their firsthand multicultural experiences that have been woven into their fashions.
On Sunday, another testament to Italy’s changing multi-cultural fabric will also unfurl.
FLUIDOSTUDIO, in collaboration with Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana, will present
a new music video featuring a song by David Blank. A collaboration with the Afro-Italian,
Berlin-based singer PNKSND and produced by ilromantico, “Foreplay” is a music video
in the form of a fashion film with a layer of social awareness that pervades throughout —
shedding light on what it is like to be bi-culturally Black and Italian. The cast, chosen by
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the singer himself, is totally composed of Afro-Italian talent, while the production was
spearheaded by creative film agency Blink Fish. The styling was a collaborative effort on
the part of numerous emerging Italian brands.
Despite the uncertain times, CNMI’s commitment to burgeoning talent perseveres.
Together with Italy’s Confartigianato Imprese, with the support of ITA (the Italian Trade
Agency) and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, CNMI will
support the physical runway shows DROMe and Simona Marziali-MRZ, as well as Gilberto
Calzolari’s digitally-formatted show.
In addition, as part of its role as an advocate of next-generation Made in Italy talent, the
Camera Moda Fashion Trust together with CNMI, will also support Act n°1, BLAZÈ Milano
and Coliac. Marco Rambaldi and Vitelli will also be supported by the TogetherForTomorrow
project.
Following the landmark “China We are With You” campaign, CNMI will unveil the “Spotlight
on Lebanese Designers - CNMI in support of the new generation of Lebanese Talent”
project, in a gesture of solidarity for the citizens of Beirut, who were affected by the
explosion in the port of Lebanon’s capital on August 4. CNMI has also pledged its support
of a new legion of Lebanese talent: the creations of seven Lebanese designers (Azzi &
Osta, Boyfriend the Brand, Emergency Room, Hussein Bazaza, L’Atelier Nawbar, Roni
Helou) will be showcased through Milano Fashion Week’s digital platform.
CNMI’s capacity to generate new synergies is underscored by its collaboration with
the Rinascente department store, which will also offer concrete support to select
group of emerging brands active in the Made in Italy fashion scene. The “Milano Moda
Shoppable Project”,made possible by Italy’s ITA (Italian Trade Agency). Milan’s Rinascente
department, located at the heart of the city, will dedicate, from September 22nd till
October 5th, eight window displays to an installation celebrating the work of 13 fashionforward brands: DROMe, Act N°1, Marco Rambaldi, Vitelli, Nico Giani, BLAZÈ, Flapper |
Genevieve Xhaet, IINDACO, Marco de Vincenzo, Vìen, Twins Florence, Simona MarzialiMRZ, Fantabody), affording them a rare opportunity to showcase their work to a physical
public. Their collections will also be available for sale until October 13th, in a temporary
space located on the fourth floor of the storied department store.
Across town, the city’s La Permanente venue on Milan’s via Turati, will again welcome
the Milano Fashion Week Fashion Hub and will host the 11th edition of the Fashion Hub
Market, where seven brands will take center stage: Gentile Catone, Salvatore Vignola,
DassùYAmoroso, Daniele Carlotta, Roni Studios, C’est la V, Francesca Marchisio.
CNMI partner DHL will renew its commitment to promote the internationalisation of the
young brands at the Fashion Hub Market: during the opening event on September 22.
A testament to its efforts, DHL will present the Young Designer DHL Award to a young
talent and to whom it will offer its support in his or her expansion into foreign markets.
Additional Fashion Hub Highlights:
• The “Designers for the Planet” room will host six emerging Made in Italy brands
dedicated to sustainability: Fantabody, flavialarocca, Tiziano Guardini, Bav Tailor, Yatay,
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Silvia Giovanardi, to which CNMI has dedicated its efforts in promoting their work on a
worldwide stage and has been focused on propelling their success further afield, despite
the government-imposed lockdown period.
• Budapest Select: as a part of the CNMI and Hungarian Fashion & Design Agency
mentorship program, for the fourth time, five Hungarian brands (Kata Szegedi, MERO,
NINI, THEFOUR, ZIA Budapest) will present their collections in the Italian fashion capital.
The Budapest Select S/S 2021 Special Show has been slated for September 25 at 12:30pm
and will involve a collective runway show featuring the creations of five more Hungarian
designers: Abodi, Elysian, Cukovy, Kata Szegedi, MERO and THEFOUR.
Echoing its commitment to environmental sustainability, as one of the fundamental
pillars of CNMI’s strategy; set materials from previous editions will be repurposed in the
construction of the Fashion Hub space. The carpeting used has been crafted with 100%
recycled materials and water-based dyes.
CNMI is dedicated to rendering the entire fashion week as sustainable as possible,
eliminating the use of plastic and single-use paper distribution materials during the events
and at show locations throughout Milan. In lieu of these materials, press and buyers will
be provided a QR-accreditation code and all materials will be printed on 100% recycled
paper.
CNMI would like to thank Bonaveri - a leading maker of personalized mannequins which
manages to reconcile the needs of wearability with those of aesthetic appeal - for being
the technical sponsor of the Fashion Hub.
CNMI also extends its gratitude to DHL, CNMI’s institutional partner, for facilitating the
shipment of the mannequins used in the Fashion Hub.
As CNMI’s ardent endeavor to seek and support new talent endures, the organization
is focused, now more than ever, on creating a favorable ecosystem for these young
individuals to emerge onto the workplace, and has pledged its support in providing
exceptional networking opportunities. A testament to this commitment, the sixth edition
of the Milano Moda Graduate show, boasting the finest selection of student creations,
will take place on September 27 at 5pm at Milan’s La Permanente, where the most gifted
students from the most prestigious Italian fashion schools will present their designs at a
show, divided into two categories: one dedicated to Fashion design and the other to YKK
Italia, the main partner of the Milano Moda Graduate, shows which for the third time,
will accompany and encourage young designers in their training and learning path. CNMI
would also like to thank Facebook Italia, social media partner of the initiative, as well as
L’Oréal Paris and the Simone Belli Academy for offering the makeup design for the event
and to Wella Professionals and System Man for the hairstyling.
We also announce the presence of the Piattaforma Sistema Formativo Moda, a consortium
of 21 fashion institutes which will participate in Fashion Graduate Italia 2020 in a digital
form and that will showcase the work and creative solutions of the students from 11
fashion schools (Accademia della Moda IUAD; HARIM Accademia Euromediterranea; AFOL
Moda; Arsutoria School; Domus Academy; Ferrari Fashion School; IED Istituto Europeo di
Design; Istituto Marangoni; Istituto Modartech; Istituto Secoli; NABA, Nuova Accademia
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di Belle Arti), thus providing a unique view of the cutting-edge research and development
produced in Italian fashion Accademia. The event, as part of Milano Moda Graduate of
the Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana, takes place within the Italian Education Hub
sphere, an architected schedule that will propel these young minds on a global level.
CNMI has also partnered with LA-based tech firm NuOrder, a leading wholesale
e-commerce global platform that connects some 2,000 brands with 500,000 retailers.
Twenty emerging designers have been invited to participate and be included onto the
NuOrder platform — an opportunity that will afford these brands an additional international
showcase.
For this edition of Milano Fashion Week, CNMI has strengthened its platform:
milanofashionweek.cameramoda.it, a landmark project unveiled during the first edition
of Milano Digital Fashion Week. Launched last July, milanofashionweek.cameramoda.
it penetrated 105.592.409 users globally on social media networks, reaching an Earned
Media Value (Web and Social Media) of €6.244.315 representing 58% of the total EMV
garnered during Digital Fashion Week, directly generating 300.000 views and 15.100.000
in play.
Many new areas will be inter-woven, such as the Budapest Select project, which will
also be available on the platform, both in the youth section and in the area dedicated to
showrooms. Within the digital platform it will also be possible to access a Room dedicated
to L’Oréal Paris, the official make-up partner of CNMI, which will include the lesson of
value “Perché tutti noi valiamo” by Viola Davis and the backstage interviews with their
exceptional Ambassadors: Doutzen Kroes, Miriam Leone, Bebe Vio and Paola Egonu.
The section dedicated to mono and multi-brand showrooms has also been confirmed,
as well as the invaluable contribution of veteran American journalist and author Alan
Friedman, who through video interviews, will interface with key players figures in Italian
fashion. As in previous fashion weeks, all content, fashion shows and presentations will
be loaded onto the platform, as Milano Fashion Week will be made available to a wider
international audience.
The spots will be transmitted with a streaming signal through milanofashionweek.
cameramoda.it and will be amplified all of over the world, thus covering all three time
zones simultaneously thanks to our four international streaming partners: Kommersant
Publishing house covering Russia; Tencent Video for continental China (excluding Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan); The Asahi Shimbun for Japan and The New York Times for the
United States. Our Italian OOH streaming partner Urban Vision is showcasing the events
on maxi screens positioned throughout the city of Milan.
Back in July, for the first time in its history, CNMI experimented a highly innovative
formula to tell the story of Italian fashion through a live digital platform, transforming
the “fashion show” universe into a virtual meeting space, where industry watchers and
decision makers could be privy to the latest trends, as well as the most significant themes
and pressing issues gripping the industry as we know it. That was made possible thanks
to the collaboration with two Tier 1 companies: Accenture designed and developed the
digital experience, building and implementing the innovative technology platform; and
Microsoft deployed its solutions and expertise to envisage and support the development
of the digital hub.
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For the September Milano Fashion Week, the platform, born from the joint efforts of CNMI,
Accenture and Microsoft, keeps surprising, with the addition of a new Multibrand Virtual
Showroom dedicated to young talents and designers committed to sustainable fashion.
Conceived and implemented by Hevolus Innovation, a leading company in Mixed Reality
and phygital customer experience, the Multibrand Virtual Showroom exhibits through lifelike 3D digital reproductions, the outfits of the emerging talents showcasing at “Fashion
Hub Market” and the “Designers of the Planet” project participants. The interactive and
multi-sensory user experience, accessible from smartphones, tablets and pc’s, is already
prepared for its future use with Microsoft HoloLens 2 and takes advantage of the most
advanced functionalities of Microsoft Cloud and AI platforms, it allows visitors to freely
navigate in the digital architectural space, change outfits on mannequins, listen to music
and spatial sounds, access some information about the fashion designers.
CNMI has been supported by PwC to define the architecture requirements and select the
best solution.
Thanks to the new, long-lasting partnership between Camera Nazionale della Moda
Italiana and the Fashion Film Festival Milano, founded and directed by Constanza Etro,
the milanofashionweek.cameramoda.it platform will be activated again in November
during the Fashion Film Festival Milano calendar, in a digital format. All films, envisaged in
and around the world of fashion and handpicked by a prestigious international jury, will be
available for online streaming, at no charge to the general public. Some 150 works were
considered, with a special section dedicated to Made in Italy with a line-up that includes
special projects dedicated to female empowerment and environmental awareness.
“During this year marked by the Covid pandemic, fashion has demonstrated, despite the
struggles that lay before us, a great sense of heart, strength and unity. This is a year in
which vanguard brands have heeded the call and responded to the needs of the industry
and those who represent the backbone of the fashion sector. We have been dedicated
to presenting a fashion week that is in-line with security regulations and is in compliance
with government measures and regional ordinances,” said Camera Nazionale della Moda
Italiana, president Carlo Capasa.
“Our platform, created in response to the social distancing regulations and travel limitations
imposed by the global health pandemic, remains, during this edition, a key, functional,
creative tool that supports our role in the physical fashion shows. This success would not
have been possible without the fruitful collaboration of the Municipality of Milan, of ITA
(the Italian Trade Agency), of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
and of Confartigianato Imprese, to which we would like to express our gratitude,” Capasa
added.
“The return to Milan by major fashion houses, along with the positive mix of physical and
online events, reflects the determination to resume business and a climate of confidence
throughout this city, as well as the entire “Made in Italy” industry, at a time when many
are reflecting on their lifestyles. Milan is demonstrating that it can reassert its guiding role
in the international fashion arena by insisting with ever-more conviction on sustainability
and quality,” said Cristina Tajani, Counsellor for Productive Activities, Fashion and
Design in Milan. “Collaboration between the City administration, Camera Nazionale della
Moda Italiana and the sector’s main trade fairs has made it possible to stage, with all-due
precaution and compliance with anti-Covid regulations, an important event such as the
September fashion week — for the city and the country’s entire economy. The Milan
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Women’s and Men’s Fashion Week can now offer itself as a model for other sectors, such
as design, on which our administration is working very hard.”
Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana, in collaboration with the Municipality of Milan and
Yes Milano (the official promotion website for the city of Milan) produced a communication
campaign for Fashion Week that will be broadcasted throughout the city via screens and
on billboards. Shot by Stefano Guindani, the campaign will feature two signature Marco
de Vincenzo looks. CNMI is extremely thankful to the Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo di
Milano (the institution responsible for the conservation and development of the city’s
Cathedral) for their exclusive location, as well as L’Oréal Paris for the make-up design and
Wella Professionals and System Man for the l’hairstyling.
CNMI will also present “How far can you go?” a fashion film directed by The Blink Fish.
Milano Fashion Week is the destination of a journey that the protagonist constructs while
dreaming. Distances are shortened and the calendar marks the beginning of the event
which can also be attended from the sofa, at home. The clothes and accessories featured
in the video are by: ACT N ° 1, Annakiki, DROMe, Gabriele Colangelo, Giannico, Marco
Rambaldi while the styling is by Giulia Sanna. A special thanks to L’Oréal Paris for the
make-up and to Wella Professionals and System Man for the hairstyling.
The fashion film is available for streaming: http://bit.ly/fashionfilm_september2020
The Fashion Week Insider’s Guide will return for another edition of Milano Fashion Week.
Produced in digital format, it is the main source for must-see events unfolding around
Milan and provides in-depth background on Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana’s
ongoing activities. The cover was designed by illustrator Andrea Tarella.
On the occasion of the commencement of Fashion Week, Mastercard will be offering
priceless experiences, on www.priceless.com. On the occasion of this edition, holders of
Mastercard cards have the opportunity to participate in a charity auction to win a digital
Priceless Experience with Alberta Ferretti. The auction will be on Priceless.com and the
Revenue generated will be entirely donated to the Italian Red Cross.
Together with DHL, video interviews with three sustainable designers were produced
and shot in a DHL electric vans’ that measures CO2 emissions to reaffirm the company’s
attention to sustainability and to the future of young talents and will be launched during
Milano Fashion Week.
The “Memos. On Fashion In This Millennium” exhibition, inaugurated in February 2020
and staged by CNMI in collaboration with Museo Poldi Pezzoli and with the support of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, ITA (Italian Trade Agency)
and the Municipality of Milan, with the participation of Tendercapital, it will be possible
to visit the exhibit through the entirety of Fashion Week, until its closing day, September
28.
Moreover, we are very glad to announce that Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana is the
honour guest of the “Annual Festival of International Fashion Industries Alliances 2020
in Qingdao” organized by Chinastone.
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CNMI would like to extend a special thanks to Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana’s
institutional partners: DHL, illycaffè, Mastercard, L’Oréal Paris, Wella Professionals and
YKK Italia, to its media partner Class Editori, to its wine partner Franciacorta, to the social
media partner Instagram and its municipal partner Comune di Milano.
CNMI would also like to thank illycaffè and Franciacorta, testaments to the excellence of
Made in Italy, for their support in the production of select events during Milano Fashion
Week and who have supported the initiatives of CNMI for several years.

Press Contacts
CNMI
Beatrice Rossaro - beatrice.rossaro@cameramoda.it - T. +39 344 0426098
KARLA OTTO
Paola Giannini - paola.giannini@karlaotto.com - T. +39 348 4412815
Adelaide Crippa - adelaide.crippa@karlaotto.com - T. +39 335 7872988
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MILANO MODA GRADUATE – SIXTH EDITION
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Building on the success of previous editions, Camera Nazionale
della Moda Italiana is launching the 6th Milano Moda Graduate, an event showcasing
the excellences of Italian fashion schools, to be held at La Permanente on 27 September
2020 (at 17.00) during the Milano Fashion Week.
In its Milano Moda Graduate project in support of new talents, CNMI creates a richly fertile
environment in which emerging young designers can approach the market through this
excellent networking opportunity, a platform enabling them to learn, put themselves on
the line and get noticed by the industry’s experts.
This year’s edition was set in motion by a call posted on www.cameramoda.it in February
2020. Milano Moda Graduate gets more ambitious every time and is a unique project
offering space for all the professions in the fashion system: Marketing and journalism,
tailoring and pattern-making, visual merchandising, accessories and jewellery design and
digital, before an international panel of industry experts and including a representative of
the official partner of CNMI, Wella Professionals.
The finalists in the fashion design category have already been selected: Neithan
Herbert Ruiz Pillajo (IED - Istituto Europeo di Design), Alberto Cornolò (Università IUAV,
Venice), Davide Panzeri (Istituto Marangoni), Andrea De Luca (NABA, Nuova Accademia
di Belle Arti), Alice Piscedda (Accademia Costume & Moda), and Giulia Barbieri (Istituto
Modartech).
Despite the enormous difficulties caused by the pandemic, each of these six designers
managed to produce a collection of six pieces to show on the runway, thus measuring up
for the first time with market conditions, including production timings and other complex
dynamics characterizing the “system”.
In 2020 too, there’s a section wholly dedicated to YKK Italia (Main Partner of Milano
Moda Graduate) in which 11 designers selected from Italian fashion schools will create a
single outfit entirely dedicated to fastening accessories. This year too, YKK organized for
the selected finalists a digital demonstration of various kinds of zip. The designers were
then able to choose and personalize their zips and snap-fasteners. The 11 creations will
showcase on the runway at Milano Moda Graduate and YKK Italia will give a prize for the
best garment.
The finalists in the YKK Italia category are Fabrizio Bennici (Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera),
Vanessa Agostini (Università IUAV, Venice), Alessandro Rupilli (IED - Istituto Europeo di
Design), Cristian Rocco Rizzo (IED - Istituto Europeo di Design), Serena Carpita (Istituto
Modartech), Emre Pakel (Domus Academy), Lucia Grande (NABA, Nuova Accademia di
Belle Arti), Anna Orefice (Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli, Dip. DADI),
Nicola Andreozzi (Università degli Studi della Campagnia Luigi Vanvitelli, Dip. DADI),
Alessandra Leonardis (Accademia del Lusso), and Zhan Ran (Accademia del Lusso).
For the third time, Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana is offering the students an
“educational course” consisting of workshops, consulting and direct contact with
businesses.
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Some of the initiatives involved have already taken place:
• an online session on YKK Italia illustrating the multiple uses of zips;
• a motivational workshop on fashion and its various professions held by Sara Sozzani
Maino (Deputy Editor-in-Chief, Vogue Italia & Head of Vogue Talents, International Brand
Ambassador Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana, Goodwill Ambassador Fashion for
Development)
• a workshop with Facebook Italia (Social Media Partner of Milano Moda Graduate)
focusing on Instagram and held by Laura Milani, Head of Luxury at Facebook and
Instagram, with the aim of updating the students on the communication potential offered
by new social platforms.
The project’s mentoring programme was carried forward with ongoing tutoring on the
production and styling of capsule collections.
Milano Moda Graduate reflects Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana’s commitment to
providing concrete support for young talents in all phases of the project, thus building on
one of the pillars of the Association’s mission.
For their collaboration in the sponsoring of fabrics, our thanks go to: Beste, Botto
Giuseppe, Carnet Gruppo Ratti, Carvico, Conceria Montebello, Dyloan Bond Factory,
Lanificio Ermenegildo Zegna, Lanificio F.lli Bacci, Limonta, Lineapelle, Lineapiù Italia,
E. Marinella Napoli, Majo Tech, Maglificio Giordano’s, Michela Salvi, Lanificio Colombo,
Priscilla Anati, Rossella Rama, Setificio Leuciano, Tessitura Marco Pastorelli, and Teseo
Tessitura Serica.
Thanks also to L’Oréal Paris and Simone Belli Academy for the make-up of the event and
Wella Professionals and System Man for the hairstyling.
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YKK ITALIA - MAIN PARTNER OF MILANO MODA GRADUATE 2020
Milan, 10/09/2020 - MILANO MODA GRADUATE, the event that tells and celebrates the
training system of fashion in Italy, finds in this sixth edition an exceptional partner: YKK
Italy.
YKK, which has always been close to all forms of artistic expression and faithful to its role
as a partner of creativity, finds itself once again accompanying and encouraging young
designers in their training and learning path through Milano Moda Graduate.
The project involves undergraduates or recent graduates from the most prestigious
fashion schools on the Italian scene and includes moments of collective presentations, as
well as a series of tutoring activities with well-established characters and realities in the
sector.
The final fashion show of the project will be held on Sunday 27 September at 3.00 pm in
Via Turati 34, at the Museo della Permanente and will be broadcast on all CNMI digital
channels.
Also for this edition YKK Italy - for the third time Main Partner of the event - will have
its own section: among all the candidate profiles for Milano Moda Graduate, eleven
designers have been selected to create a special outfit for the fashion show dedicated to
YKK, committed to giving even more space to the creativity of talents. At the end of the
event, YKK Italy will award a prize to the most representative outfit.
YKK’s message is very clear. With an annual production of billions of zips and closure
systems made with the most modern technologies, the best materials and in an infinite
series of shapes and colors, YKK offers its experience to inspire the best fashion levers
of the future by creating unique and innovative products. If a young creative has an idea,
YKK can make it come true.
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CNMI AND RINASCENTE SUPPORT THE NEW GENERATION OF
“MADE IN ITALY” TALENTS
13 emerging brands will be the protagonists of the windows and of an exclusive pop-up
store at Rinascente Duomo during Milano Fashion Week
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana and Rinascente teams up on
a new exclusive collaboration for September’s Milano Fashion Week aimed at supporting
some of the most promising emerging brands of the Made in Italy scene.
In such a moment of global uncertainty, two prestigious players like CNMI and Rinascente
decide to be at the forefront of the promotion of today’s talents by offering them unique
media and commercial visibility.
From September 22nd till October 5th, the eight windows of Rinascente, facing Milan’s
Duomo Cathedral, will feature an installation where 13 brands will have the chance to
show some of their products, but also to use their creativity to establish a direct, personal
link with final consumers.
This special project, supported by ITA (Italian Trade Agency), will highlight the different
faces of the rich and precious contemporary Made in Italy ecosystem. The brand’s mix,
edited by the teams of CNMI and Rinascente, offers several interpretations of Italy’s
creativity and artisanal craftsmanship. From the Tuscan’s leather district know-how,
defining the collections of Twins Florence, DROMe and Nico Giani, to Simona Marziali
- MRZ’s contemporary take of knitwear, IINDACO and Vitelli’s strong sustainable
commitment, BLAZÉ Milano and Act N°1’s innovative sartorial approach, Marco de
Vincenzo’s sophisticated genderless aesthetic, Fantabody’s inclusive message, Flapper |
Genevieve Xhaet’s ground-breaking techniques applied to headwear and accessories, as
well as Marco Rambaldi and VÌEN’s distinctive fashion vision.
These Made In Italy talents will be the protagonists of a digital activation at Rinascente
online platforms, including mini videos where each brand will have the chance to express
itself and connect with consumers.
In addition, Rinascente fourth floor, which has recently been revamped by Milanese
young studios Caradavide e Studio Pepe, will feature a 80-square-meter temporary store,
open until October 11th, where the 13 brands selected by CNMI and Rinascente will sell
selected products from their collections. The pop-up shop will also host a series of live
events, where designers will have the chance to meet consumers that will live an exciting
experience of the fashion world. In keeping with an omni-channel strategy, the collections
available at Rinascente Duomo’s pop-up store will be also on sale at the department
store’s new e-commerce.
“Now, more than ever, in such a complicated moment for the international fashion industry,
I think it’s crucial to collaborate to effectively support to the new generations of talents
operating in our country, which is the creative, productive and distributive engine of the
world’s fashion system. I want to thank Rinascente and ITA (Italian Trade Agency), our
incredible partners in this project, the latest step of Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana’s
strategy aimed at promoting independent and emerging labels. During this peculiar fashion
week, which will be more digital-focused but always rich of contents and events, we are
happy to give the 13 selected brands an outstanding window to showcase their creativity
and uniqueness,” says Carlo Capasa, Chairman of Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana.
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“Once again, Rinascente shows to be here for the city, with the city, in the city. We
are honored this September to welcome in the windows and in the sales spaces of
Rinascente Piazza Duomo a selection of the most interesting brands working with passion
and determination in our country. And, through this project, we are glad to offer our
customers another unique, personal experience of the fashion industry, both in store and
online. Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana has been a great partner in this adventure
supporting the Made in Italy system, which makes us feel so proud around the world,”
says Rinascente CEO Pierluigi Cocchini.
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MILAN FASHION FILM FESTIVAL ANNOUNCES THE NEW DIGITAL
FORMAT IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE NATIONAL CHAMBER FOR
ITALIAN FASHION
Milan, 10/09/2020 - The National Chamber for Italian Fashion and the Milan Fashion Film
Festival, two leading realities in the international fashion industry, come together in a longterm partnership with the aim of creating a system and enhancing the exposure of Made in
Italy abroad. This collaboration will help to position Made in Italy in a contemporary, digital
and avant-garde international context. Thanks to the global network that FFFMilan has
built in 7 years, this partnership will guarantee the contents of young Italian designers and
established brands to maximize their exposure in a world-class context of the highest level.
Milan Fashion Film Festival celebrates its seventh edition becoming more democratic than
ever with a completely digital free format in streaming to be held from 6 to 8 November
2020. Over 150 films in the competition, a special section dedicated to Made in Italy and
Italian creativity “The World of Italian Fashion Films”, Conversations with prominent
personalities, Feature Films Premieres and special projects such as FFFMilanoForWomen
and FFFMilanoForGreen. Everything will be accessible for free online on the digital platform
of the National Chamber for Italian Fashion and on the Festival website. This year, the
initiative will include all the new challenges with the inclusive and democratic spirit that has
always characterized it, carrying forward a message of unity through the freedom of creative
expression. Thanks to its new online format, FFFMilano make the connection between an
international network of directors and creatives increasingly favourable, offering them the
opportunity to present their work online to a vast international audience.
“Milan Fashion Film Festival will make all the contents freely available online via streaming
for an international audience who can thus be part of the Festival community from
anywhere in the world. This is a further step towards greater openness, inclusion and
sharing in a historical moment where unity beyond all borders is an essential strength.
This is why we decided to carry on the festival, to support the young talents who, even in
this difficult period, are showing great strength and resilience in sharing their creativity”,
explains Costanza Etro.
The Milan Fashion Film Festival receives every year more than 1000 fashion films from
60 countries, including emerging and established talents. Also this year the submitted
works will be judged by an illustrious jury that will see the participation of prominent
personalities. Over the years, the Festival has seen the participation of important
personalities related to fashion, art, cinema and culture world such as Giorgio Armani, Luca
Guadagnino, Rankin, Franca Sozzani, Olivier Zham, Bruno Aveillan, Cristiana Capotondi,
Rankin, Cass Bird, Michelangelo Di Battista, Claudia Llosa , Andrea Lissoni, Tim Blanks,
Miroslava Duma, Carlo Capasa, Ilaria Bonacossa, Eva Riccobono, Sølve Sundsbø, Jim
Nelson, Ana Lily Amirpour, Bianca Balti, Max Vadukul, Piera Detassis, Orsola De Castro, Paz
Vega among many others.
www.fffmilano.com
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HUNGARIAN FASHION BRANDS ARE ON THE PATH OF
INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS THANKS TO THE PARTNERSHIP
BETWEEN CNMI AND HFDA
The second mentoring programme of CNMI and HFDA has launced 5 emerging Hungarian
brands on the road of abroad expansion under the umbrella brand named Budapest
Select. This time Kata Szegedi, MERO, NINI, THEFOUR, ZIA budapest will represent
Hungary during Milan Fashion Week as the next step of the mentoring programme
where they can show their creative potencial to the Italian public.
Milan, 10/09/2020 - The 3-year strategic partnership between the Hungarian Fashion &
Design Agency and the Italian Fashion Chamber, Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana
(CNMI) has reached another milestone: in September, their second international
mentoring programme will show new Hungarian brands to the Italian public - including
Kata Szegedi, MERO, NINI, THEFOUR, ZIA budapest, who started in 2019 as mentees of
the Fashion Development Mentoring programme on the road to success. After acquiring
the knowledge needed to stabilize their operations, CNMI experts decided that they
had a place in the international mentoring programme, which was already preparing for
expansion abroad.
The five fashion designers began their studies with CNMI and HFDA this spring. After 19
online workshops and numerous one-to-one meetings they have successfully integrated
international best practices into their own operations. Participants could draw inspiration
for their new collections: with the help of their mentors, they reviewed international
trends and inspirations focusing on materials, colours and styles. Furthermore, they
gained insight into the world of international contracts, social media communication,
and sustainable fashion as well. Showrooms play a great role in increasing international
acquaintance, that is why this programme contained the topic above.
Now it’s time for the mentees to present what they have learned to a foreign audience:
like the participants of the first mentoring programme, they will present their collections
under the Budapest Select umbrella brand before foreign buyers, influencers and jornalists
who visit Milan Fashion Week.
“In September, it will be the fourth time that we will showcase Hungarian brands under
the Budapest Select umbrella brand at Milan Fashion Week. Thanks to the expertise of
CNMI more and more Hungarian emerging fashion brands could pay buyers’ attention
at Milan Fashion Week: this event has already brought a great breakthrough for 2 brands
as well: whereas Elysian won the Buyers Award in 2019, Cukovy got this professional
acknowledgement this February. We are really proud of these results and hope that
Hungarian brands will continue their way towards international success” – said Bata-Jakab
Zsófia, the CEO of Hungarian Fashion and Design Agency.
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This year, the Hungarian Fashion & Design Agency is preparing new formats for the event,
in order to provide intense visibility for brands with international potential even in this
challenging period. Thanks to HFDA, the works of Hungarian fashion designers will reach
foreign buyers and professionals representing significant purchasing power this year
through videos, catwalk shows and lookbook photos as well, so Hungarian brands will
remain active participants in the international bloodstream of fashion.
These Hungarian brands will also show their collection during the digital Budapest Central
European Fashion Week between 6-7th October.
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KOMMERSANT PUBLISHING HOUSE (MEDIAHOLDING)
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Kommersant started as a weekly newspaper in 1989 which grew to
become a daily paper by 1992. Now Kommersant is a leading Russian newspaper and
media group which delivers the most important and valuable up-to-date information on
world and Russian business, including financial and economic news, legislation changes,
specifics of business in Russia and the world, all major social, cultural sportive and
business events.
For more than 30 years, impartiality, accurateness and speed have been guiding the authors
of Kommersant. Our audience is business, government companies and intellectuals of
Russia.
Apart from the newspaper there are also a lot of specialist magazines and supplements that
focus on various topics such as events, fashion, cars, money etc. The company publishes:
a weekly magazine Ogonyok, a weekly magazine Kommersant Weekend, monthly
automobile magazine Kommersant Autopilot, monthly supplements Kommersant Dengi,
Kommersant Science, Kommersant Style and a lot of the other thematic issues.
In 1995 Kommersant launched its website kommersant.ru with more unique content and
articles from talented journalists. Kommersant is a proud media partner of major Russian
and international events; uniting people and contributing greatly to cultural exchange.
For cover the fashion life, Kommersant created Style section dedicated to lifestyle and
fashion trends. In this section the visitors can find: fashion collections and accessories
reviews, interviews and comments of the famous designers, reporting from fashion
weeks, fairs and exhibitions, new trends of healthy lifestyle and more.
We are proud of the quality and number of our audience. On our website we have 31
703 572 unique visitors and 130 401 459 page views per month; 1 885 597 followers of
Kommersant social networks. Our audience is equally constituted by 50% males and 50%
females, 78% of which represent middle and upper income group.
Print issues and web site are not the only platforms we have: in 2010 radio Kommersant
FM (93,6 fm) started its broadcasting; Kommersant Conferences department develops
our own high-quality events for economic, healthcare, real-estate, education, IT and
other topics, involving best speakers as an experts.
We are sure that this is not the last step in the development of our company, and there
will be a lot of many interesting goals and challenges ahead we will deal with.
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TENCENT VIDEO X MILAN FASHION WEEK
Milan, 10/09/2020 - The “cloud show” is normalized, Tencent Video has once again
become the only official cooperation platform of Milan Fashion Week Spring/Summer
2021 in mainland China
The Milan Fashion Week Spring/Summer 2021 will be held from September 23 to September
28. Although more than half of the brands will return to the runway mode for live shows
as the COVID-19 improves, live streaming has become indispensable part. Aiming at the
most important Chinese market in the global luxury fashion industry, Milan Fashion Week
once again chose Tencent Video as the only official cooperation platform in China.
The analysis pointed out that from the Autumn and Winter fashion week in February this
year, to the Men’s fashion week and Haute Couture fashion week in July, then to the Spring
and Summer fashion week in September, Tencent Video and Milan Fashion Week have
jointly completed a complete fashion week cycle, this is undoubtedly a great affirmation
of the “cloud show” model that Tencent Video quickly created after the epidemic this year.
Tencent Video has become one of the best platforms to expand the influence of
International Fashion Week. In addition to providing live streaming platform for brands,
Tencent Video has powerful short video content matrix as well as celebrities, KOLs and
other resources, which has capacity to carry out joint promotion through targeted social
media platforms before and after the show, so as to increase the traffic and exposure for
brands as much as possible. As one of the matrices of Tencent, the largest Internet group
in China, Tencent Video has almost all the communication scenes required for Fashion
Week. In addition, its coverage is far greater than that of luxury brands broadcasting live
on their official websites alone.
With the support of a strong matrix, Tencent Video’s first “Fashion Week on the Cloud” in
March of this year received positive responses. After more than 30 top-level shows were
broadcast live for 6 days, 6 nights and 24 hours, the final number of live streaming views
of the entire Milan Fashion Week exceeded 16 million, which aroused widespread concern
in the industry. The cooperation effect between Tencent Video and Milan Fashion Week in
July this year also further enhanced the influence of traditional fashion week.
Data from the third-party organization iResearch MVT also shows that Tencent Video,
which was established in 2011, has accelerated its growth since 2013, and its current
content coverage is leading the industry, especially in terms of total monthly video
content playback and monthly total number of devices.
In terms of other dimensions, Tencent Video maintained its first position with absolute
advantage. It provides high-quality video content to more than 200 million users every
day, and the number of paying members exceeds 100 million, which to a certain extent
ensures that its audience overlaps with luxury consumers.
In this uncertain environment, the only certainty is that the change is irreversible. With
the normalization of the “cloud show”, Milan Fashion Week will open a new chapter with
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the support of Tencent Video. Carlo Capasa, President of the Camera Nazionale della
Moda Italiana, said earlier that he still hopes to continue the traditional fashion week cycle
four times a year and will make innovations in the schedule.
While China’s luxury goods consumption is still accelerating, how to achieve more
breakthroughs on the existing high foundation, the “cloud show” built by Tencent Video
will have more room for imagination.
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THE ASAHI SHIMBUN EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTES THE LIVE
STREAMING CONTENTS OF MILAN FASHION WEEK IN JAPAN
Milan, 10/09/2020 - The Asahi Shimbun Company (President and CEO: Masataka
WATANABE) will be exclusively distributing live streaming contents of Milan Fashion Week,
which will be held from September 22 through 28, as an exclusive Streaming Partner in
Japan with Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana (National Chamber for Italian Fashion;
CNMI) next to the successful July issue of Milan Digital Fashion Week.
Milan Fashion Week is one of the four largest fashion collections in the world, along with
Paris, New York and London. Due to continuous global COVID-19 outbreak, Milan Fashion
Week (MFW) will be held in combination of physical and digital platform from September
22 to 28, local time in Italy to display Spring/Summer 2021 Women’s and Men’s collections
to audience of the world, and it will be distributed digitally. The Asahi Shimbun Company
will be the exclusive “Streaming Partner” in Japan, along with The New York Times in the
United States and Tencent in China. The partnership will also include Milan Fashion Week
in February 2021.
A special web page dedicated for MFW (https://www.asahi.com/special/fashion/) will be
uploaded on Asahi’s news site “The Asahi Shimbun Digital” (https://www.asahi.com/).
On this page, The Asahi will distribute live streaming content of each brand’s collection
and archive related video contents. Interviews with designers and videos covering the
backyard of the shows will be scheduled to be distributed, and Fashion reporters of The
Asahi Shimbun will also post articles describing the collection to introduce the forefront
of fashion trends.
The Asahi is also planning to appoint an influential Japanese TV celebrity as a special
ambassador in Japan to enhance this season’s Fashion Week.
The Asahi Shimbun Digital “Milan Fashion Week Special Page”
In the wake of the COVID-19, Milan Fashion Week will be held in digital form. The Asahi
Shimbun Company, which has become the exclusive streaming partner since July issue
for live streaming contents, has special pages (https://www.asahi.com/special/fashion/)
to report on Milan Fashion Week, which will be held from September 22 to 28. It will
be reporting on the September issue with a variety of videos, photos, and our own
commentary articles in the well-designed, highly visible page that were so well received
by the fashion industry and all audience in the July issue. The Asahi will continue to provide
fashion related articles as well as the latest trends of brands and collections from around
the world after the end of MFW.
URL: https://www.asahi.com/special/fashion/
Live Streaming start schedule: September 23, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. (Japan Standard Time)
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The Asahi Shimbun
Launched in 1879, The Asahi Shimbun has been one of the most popular daily newspapers in Japan. It has
7.3 million copies of daily circulation, and 250 million monthly PVs on The Asahi Shimbun Digital. It draws on
newsgathering and reporting networks in Japan and overseas, operating more than 300 offices, including
36 overseas bureaus, while penetrating core of Japanese society including politics, economics, sports, and
cultures. It also organizes numerous art exhibitions, concerts, cultural, and sports event.
Public Affairs, The Asahi Shimbun Company
Tel: + 81 3 3545 0131
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NEW YORK TIMES LAUNCHES “ON THE RUNWAY” EVENT SERIES
AND EXCLUSIVE STREAMING COLLABORATION FOR FASHION
WEEK 2020
The Times kicks off a series of captivating digital events featuring Virgil Abloh, Gwyneth
Paltrow and more of fashion industry’s biggest names, expert Times analysis, and
exclusive live content as an official international streaming partner of Milan, Paris and
New York Fashion Weeks this September.
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Building on its tradition of dedication to criticism and independent
reporting around fashion, The New York Times announces “On the Runway” a unique,
live journalism program of digital events, exploring the industry’s most chaotic and
unpredictable Fashion Week yet.
The month-long series kicks off on Wednesday, Sept. 9 with a panel discussion moderated
by Times fashion director and chief fashion critic Vanessa Friedman, tackling urgent
questions about the future of luxury, sustainability, travel and distancing restrictions, and
how this might set the stage for the year to come. The event will feature special guests,
including Virgil Abloh, chief creative director and founder of Off-White, and men’s artistic
director at Louis Vuitton, Gwyneth Paltrow, founder and C.E.O. of goop, Tory Burch,
executive chairman and chief creative officer of Tory Burch, and Antoine Arnault, chief
executive officer of Berluti and chairman of Loro Piana.
The New York Times will also be collaborating with The Council of Fashion Designers of
America, Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana and Fédération de la Haute Couture et
de la Mode to stream live runway shows and on-demand content as part of as part of this
unprecedented virtual Fashion Week season from Sept. 9 to Oct. 7. The Times will play a
pivotal role in democratizing the season by providing readers with unparalleled access to
the fashion shows and presentations from emerging designers and global fashion houses,
which will be streamed live on nytimes.com.
Through social media takeovers and on Instagram Live and Stories, The New York
Times fashion team—Vanessa Friedman; Choire Sicha, Styles editor; Elizabeth Paton,
international styles correspondent; Jessica Testa, fashion reporter; and Guy Trebay, Styles
reporter and men’s fashion critic—will share behind-the-scenes videos from the world’s
leading fashion designers, backstage interviews and live coverage, providing viewers with
an exclusive look into what goes into producing a fashion show during a pandemic and
how Times reporters bring these moments to life for readers and subscribers.
The New York Times Fashion Week 2020 season runs from Wednesday Sept. 9 to
Wednesday, Oct. 7 at nytimes.com/2020/09/02/fashion/fashion-live.html.
Live streaming
The Milan, Paris and New York Autumn/Winter 2021 Digital Fashion Weeks begin on
Monday, Sept. 14 and run until Tuesday, Oct. 6. Shows will be available to watch live and
as an archived collection on The New York Times until July 2021.
On the Runway
Virtual event series “On the Runway” offers a behind-the-scenes exploration of the
industry’s most chaotic and courageous Fashion Week yet, curated by New York Times
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fashion director and chief fashion critic Vanessa Friedman. Spanning London, Milan, New
York and Paris, with unparalleled access to the most fascinating voices in the industry, we
bring you exclusive insights into how fashion’s meeting this unprecedented moment in
the age of coronavirus, Black Lives Matter, and climate change. Step into the action with
immersive live-streaming formats that bring you face to face with the industry’s most
inspiring talent and learn more about additional On the Runway events
Instagram Live
Follow @nytimesfashion on Instagram to explore fashion and style in New York, London,
Milan and Paris, as well as hearing from the artists, tastemakers, and designers like Simone
Rocha, Grace Wales Bonner and more, that bring Fashion Week to life.
The New York Times Fashion Week 2020 is supported by Audemars Piguet.
Press contacts:
Maria Case (maria.case@nytimes.com)
Adenike Olanrewaju (adenike.olanrewaju@nytimes.com)
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URBAN VISION AND CAMERA DELLA MODA TOGETHER FOR THE
MILAN FASHION WEEK IN SEPTEMBER
The URBAN VISION Digital Walls will screen in live streaming the fashion shows of Milan
Fashion Week Women’s + Men’s Collection Spring/Summer 2021.
The experience will be preceded, from 14th to 21st of September, by “Waiting for
Fashion Week”, the first digital out of home magazine dedicated to the news of the
fashion system.
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Following the success achieved in the July edition, URBAN VISION
- media company, leader in fundraising aimed to the protection of cultural heritage and
to the enhancement of urban areas - and Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana, renew
the partnership to promote the expected autumn appointment dedicated to fashion,
scheduled from 22nd to 28th of September 2020.
The one of September will be a “phygital” edition (partly physical and partly digital), and
URBAN VISION will contribute, as OOH streaming partner, to make it an inclusive and
unmissable experience.
“We have a special bond with the fashion world and we are thrilled to announce the renewal
of this significant collaboration between Urban Vision and Camera Nazionale della Moda
Italiana – says Gianluca De Marchi, co-founder and CEO of URBAN VISION. Bringing the
fashion shows to the most exclusive streets and squares in Milan, as happened in the last
edition of Milan Fashion Week, marked the beginning of an immersive digital revolution
that had a great success; the reconfirmation of this partnsherip will therefore help to
further strengthen the close connection between the city of Milan and fashion, between
brands and consumers. Thanks to the innovations proposed by Urban Vision, it will offer
an increasingly engaging and innovative format for transmitting multimedia and editorial
content on the territory.”
The URBAN VISION Digital Walls, located in the heart of the city of Milan, also for this
edition will bring life, from 22nd to the 28th of September, to a real editoral schedule on
a Maxi DOOH (Digital Out Of Home) circuit.
The fashion designers creations will be shown in live streaming on digital systems,
bringing life to a widespread and immersive metropolitan show, in an ongoing dialogue
with the citizens who will be its privileged interlocutors.
The selected Full Motion screens will be located in: Piazza San Babila, Alzaia Naviglio
Grande, Corso Garibaldi (A side).
While the Stop Motion leds will be located in: Corso Garibaldi (B side), Corso Venezia,
Largo Augusto, Via San Calimero, Via Vetra, Via De Amicis.
The experience will be anticipated, from 14th to 21st of September, by “Waiting for
Fashion Week”, the first digital out of home magazine dedicated to the news of the
fashion system: URBAN VISION, through a glamorous, rich and tight schedule, will offer
to the brands the opportunity to involve and raise public awareness thanks to advertising
spaces and special activities totally customized, such as the Sound Experience live show,
Scented Out Of Home, Geofencing, Lounge Experience and Social Out Of Home, creating
unique and innovative experience moments.
Thanks to URBAN VISION, the city becomes the vehicle for conveying and sharing
emotions, where the Out Of Home spaces are transformed into privileged places for the
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dissemination of information and enternainment content, capable of communicating
with citizens and making them more and more interpreter of contemporaneity.
URBAN VISION is the first media company with ISO 14064-1 certification that stands out for its management
system for monitoring and reporting its greenhouse gas emissions certified in accordance with ISO 14064-1.
URBAN VISION is a Media Company leader in Europe in sponsored restorations an in the enhancement of
cultural heritage through integrated communication projects, publisher and concessionaire of out of home
and digital out of home advertising spaces. In over fifteen years of activity, thanks to the collaboration
between Urban Vision and public and private institutions, about 280 buildings including churches, monuments
and historic buildings have been restored and funds raised for 180 million euros.
https://www.urbanvision.com
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A STRONG CONNECTION BETWEEN DHL AND THE NATIONAL
CHAMBER OF ITALIAN FASHION TO WORK TOGETHER AND
SUPPORT THE EXCELLENCE OF MADE IN ITALY
Milan, 10/09/2020 - DHL’s active role in supporting the fashion industry continues
thanks to the ongoing partnership with the National Chamber of Italian Fashion, the
most important Italian organization in the fashion sector. Trust and support to made in
Italy represent the common basis that have pushed DHL to collaborate with the world of
fashion for over ten years.
In particular, in this uncertain time due to the explosion of the pandemic, DHL has
continued to ensure the level and continuity of its service, updating and adapting to a
challenging and constantly evolving situation to be close to the entrepreneurial realities
of fashion
“In a period in which online sales are growing exponentially - says Simona Lertora,
Managing Director Marketing & Business Development DHL Express Italy - also due to
foreign tourists , the main buyers of the Italian fashion and luxury sector, not visiting Italy,
DHL offers to made in Italy its global network and its deep knowledge of foreign markets
to continue to support those companies engaged in their internationalization process.
This pandemic has forced us to experience a moment of great change - continues Simona
Lertora - that has led to a greater awareness of the world and the environment. This is
why we have adopted the preservation of the environment as a milestone of our strategy
that we also want to implement in collaboration with those young designers committed
to sustainable collections and to whom we have dedicated a social campaign that will be
launched right during the Milan Fashion Week”.
And in particular with young designers in mind that DHL has been setting up the Young
Designer DHL Award for several years, an award that aims to be a recognition and real
support for a young talent of the Fashion Hub, helping him in his expansion process
towards foreign markets. The award ceremony will take place on September 22nd at La
Permanente from 6:30 pm, during the Fashion Hub opening cocktail.
DHL Express has always supported the Fashion industries with different services and
solutions suitable for a sector that needs flexibility, maximum care and constant innovation.
With its air network DHL can reach the most popular markets, strategic for export, in a
few hours and, through worldwide capillarity, can manage the imports of raw materials
and accessories from countries of different continents. The growth of e- commerce sales
allows DHL to offer solutions dedicated to the e-shopper to make a pleasant customer
experience until the moment of product delivery
DHL Express
The company is the leading global brand in the express international delivery services. Part of Deutsche Post
DHL Group, DHL Express is specialized in shipping urgent documents and parcels in more than 220 countries
and territories.
DHL – The logistics company for the world
DHL is the leading global brand in the logistics industry. Our DHL divisions offer an unrivalled portfolio of logistics
services ranging from national and international parcel delivery, e-commerce shipping and fulfillment solutions,
international express, road, air and ocean transport to industrial supply chain management. With about
380,000 employees in more than 220 countries and territories worldwide, DHL connects people and businesses
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securely and reliably, enabling global sustainable trade flows. With specialized solutions for growth markets
and industries including technology, life sciences and healthcare, engineering, manufacturing & energy, automobility and retail, DHL is decisively positioned as “The logistics company for the world”.
DHL is part of Deutsche Post DHL Group. The Group generated revenues of more than 63 billion euros in 2019.
With sustainable business practices and a commitment to society and the environment, the Group makes a
positive contribution to the world. Deutsche Post DHL Group aims to achieve zero-emissions logistics by 2050.

DHL Express (Italy) srl 			
Elisabetta Gramigna elisabetta.gramigna@dhl.com
Mobile: 348.90.32.167 - Tel. +39 02 99745071
More info about DHL services
Website DHL: www.dhl.it and http://www.dhlwelcomepack.it/
Ecommerce Service Platform: http://ecommerce.dhl.it/
News Platform DHL Live: http://www.dhllive.com/
Social Networks DHL: https://www.facebook.com/DHLExpressItaly - http://www.twitter.com/DHLExpressItaly
- https://www.instagram.com/dhlexpressitaly/ - https://www.linkedin.com/company/dhl-express-italy/ http://www.youtube.com/user/DHLExpressItaly?feature=watch
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ILLYCAFFÈ TAKES CENTRE STAGE AT THE MILANO FASHION WEEK
THANKS TO ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH THE NATIONAL CHAMBER
FOR ITALIAN FASHION
Milan, 10/09/2020 - illycaffè, global leader in the high-quality sustainable coffee market,
is once again the Official Coffee Partner of the Milano Fashion Week, running from 22 to
28 September 2020.
The excellence of Italian fashion comes together with that of illycaffè, a synonym of Italian
quality and taste worldwide. On one of the most prestigious events hosted by the city of
Milan, in a whirlwind of runway shows and presentations, illycaffè continues to offer the
pleasure of a short break to enjoy its unique 100% Arabica blend.
In particular, illy will be present at the Fashion Hub, the space reserved for collections
by emerging designers and brands, hosted at Palazzo della Permanente. The space will
feature a VIP Lounge where journalists, influencers, and accredited buyers can relax with
a nice cup of illy coffee.
A deep bond unites illy with the fashion world: love and passion for artistic expression
have always been among the core principles for this Italian family-owned company, which
has been committed to offering the world’s best coffee since 1933.

illycaffè is a family-owned Italian company founded in Trieste in 1933, whose goal from the onset has been to
offer the world’s best coffee. illycaffè makes a unique 100% Arabica blend that combines 9 of the world’s best
coffees according to illycaffé. Every day, over 8 million cups of illy coffee are enjoyed worldwide in over 140
countries, in the best coffee bars, restaurants, and hotels, in our illy brand stores, and of course at home. Thanks
to its innovations, illy is contributing to technological advancement in the coffee sector. Thanks to its “Ernesto
Illy Quality Award for Espresso Coffee”, which was established in Brazil in 1991, illy has helped disseminate
know-how, achieved higher prices for growers of high-quality illy coffee, and established partnerships on the
basis of the principles of sustainable development. The company has also founded its own Università del Caffè,
with the goal of promoting coffee culture at all levels. The university provided comprehensive and practical
training for growers, baristas, and coffee lovers covering all aspects of this product. Anything ‘made in illy’ is
made more valuable through beauty and art, two of the brand’s core values, starting with the logo designed by
the artist James Rosenquist and encompassing the illy Art Collection cups, decorated by over 100 international
artists. In 2019 the company employed 1405 people and had a consolidated turnover of €520.5 million. There
are about 269 single-brand illy stores in over 40 countries worldwide.
For more information
www.illy.com
illycaffè: Christine Pascolo – Giulia Zanini Tel. +39 0403890111
illy Italy Press Office
Grassi + Partners Tel. +39 02 58435112
Marcello Lovagnini: marcello_lovagnini@grassipartners.com
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L’ORÉAL PARIS IS MILAN FASHION WEEK’S OFFICIAL MAKE-UP
AND CELEBRATES FASHION AND BEAUTY WITH THE WHOLE
WORLD
Milan, 10/09/2020 - L’Oréal Paris is confirmed as partner with the National Chamber for
Italian Fashion and as Milan Fashion Week’s official make-up, in what will be the phygital
edition of the event. L’Oréal Paris will be at the side of fashion designers with the purpose
of building a bridge between Italy and the rest of the world, but also between fashion
and beauty universe, in order to send out a strong message of support in a very difficult
moment.
Thanks to its outstanding team of world-famous Ambassadors, actresses and top
models, from Jane Fonda to Eva Longoria, Andie MacDowell, Helen Mirren, Viola Davis,
Elle Fanning, Katherine Langford, Miriam Leone, Doutzen Kroes, Luma Grothe, Cindy
Bruna and Liya Kebede, to name but a few, L’Oréal Paris is the beauty star of some of the
most important events in fashion and cinema the world over.
For over 40 years, the tagline “Because You’re Worth It” has been supporting the selfesteem of people everywhere, of all ages, because there is no one single model of beauty.
Everyone has an authentic way of affirming and expressing themselves and their values.
“L’Oréal Paris dedicates its constant innovations to women and men from all continents,
offering cutting-edge products, because beauty is sharing. We cannot wait to make the
beauty of fashion accessible to all women, as thanks to our make-up products, we will be
bringing the latest trends from the catwalk to daily life to enhance beauty”, commented
Guillaume Perrin, Brand Director at L’Oréal Paris Italy.
L’Oréal Paris
On the strength of the expertise and professionalism that have been driving its success for over a century, each
year L’Oréal Paris offers men and women from all continents beauty and personal care products developed
using the most recent scientific innovations. With a presence in all key areas of beauty — make-up and face
treatments, as well as hair colours, treatments and styling — L’Oréal Paris has always brought its experience
to serving consumers from around the world. The brand epitomises the diversity of female and male beauty of
all ages and ethnicities. The L’Oréal Paris team of ambassadors includes celebrities such as Jane Fonda, Helen
Mirren, Andie MacDowell, Eva Longoria, Viola Davis, Katherine Langford, Elle Fanning, Aishwarya Rai, Gong
Li, Miriam Leone, Celine Dion, Camila Cabello, Doutzen Kroes, Luma Grothe, Cindy Bruna, Liya Kebede, Dukie
Thot, Adam Levin and Nikolaj Coster-Waldau.
OFFICIAL HASHTAG @lorealparis #LOREALMFW
https://www.loreal-paris.it/
L’Oréal Paris
Barbara Bonfanti – ph. +39 335 7547117 email: barbara.bonfanti@loreal.com
Mario Mele&Partners Press Office
Paola Novaro – ph. +39 3357705370 email: paola.novaro@gruppommp.it
Federica Cozzi – ph. +39 335 7910683 email: federica.cozzi@gruppommp.it
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WELLA PROFESSIONALS OFFICIAL PARTNER OF THE CAMERA
NAZIONALE DELLA MODA ITALIANA STANDS WITH FASHION
DESIGNERS DURING THE RESTART EDITION, LOOKING TO THE
FUTURE!
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Wella Professionals has always supported fashion and beauty, and as
the Official Partner of the Camera della Moda Italiana, it will provide its best hair stylists for
all fashion designers and companies at Milan Fashion Week, scheduled from September
22 to 28, 2020. The objective is to help enhance, also through hairstyles, the essence and
narrative of each fashion label appearing in the event that is presenting both women’s and
men’s collections for Spring Summer 2021.
It is a crucial and special edition, where all partners of the most important international
fashion event in Italy are called upon to play a proactive and distinctive role in promoting
and celebrating the incredible Italian fashion industry, which is unique and loved all over
the world.
“We created a task force of extraordinarily talented hair stylists,” underlined Marco Vurro,
Event & Influencer Marketing Director of Coty Professional Beauty, “who will be able to
offer great added value in terms of image at the events in the calendar, while also ensuring
maximum safety, social distancing and hygiene rules. Although the hair salon sector has
been one of the most penalized by the pandemic, it may have been the quickest to adopt
and implement all necessary preventive measures because it was already trained and
prepared in terms of hygiene, personal care and health.”
Wella’s great experience around the globe, working backstage at the most important
fashion shows, film and show business events, perfectly integrates with the company
mission which is to quickly understand the changes and new trends that determine future
rules of beauty and style.
In this complex period of great change, the hair stylist’s role has once again proved to be
extremely important for enhancing the beauty of every woman. After months of lockdown,
there is a huge desire to feel beautiful, well-groomed and stylish. Wella responds to this
widespread desire of women, playing a leading role right on the catwalks and at the most
prestigious red carpet events like Milano Fashion Week, drawing upon new inspirations to
later share them in salons, to make each customer more beautiful every day.
Cody Inc.
Coty is one of the world’s largest beauty companies with an iconic portfolio of brands across fragrance, color
cosmetics, hair color and styling, and skin and body care. Coty is the global leader in fragrance, a strong number
two in professional hair color & styling, and number three in color cosmetics. Coty’s products are sold in over 150
countries around the world. Coty and its brands are committed to a range of social causes as well as seeking to
minimize its impact on the environment. For additional information about Coty Inc., please visit www.coty.com.
Press contacts
Marcella Maggi – On Point Pr – tel. 02/36515820 ; e-mail: marcella.maggi@onpointpr.it;
Marco Vurro – Event & Influencer Marketing Director Coty Professional Beauty e-mail: marco_vurro@cotyinc.com
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YKK ITALIA PARTNER OF CAMERA NAZIONALE DELLA MODA
ITALIANA DURING THE DIGITAL FASHION WEEK IN SEPTEMBER
Milan, 10/09/2020 - The union between YKK and the National Chamber of Fashion is
the natural result of many common topics and a shared Mission: first and foremost the
commitment to sustainability of the entire Made in Italy supply chain, the vocation for the
highest quality of products and innovation, as well as constant support for young fashion
design talents.
Founded in 1934 by Tadao Yoshida in Tokyo as San-S Shokai, the company subsequently
registered its brand name as Yoshida Kogyo Kabushikikaisha, now known as YKK, the
world’s largest manufacturer of zippers and fastening systems. In a few years the company
became and remained synonymous with innovation, technology and sustainability.
2020 not only marks the 50th anniversary of the trademark registration, but also represents
the culmination of a series of investments, ecological developments and international
expansion for the Group.
YKK has always been dedicated to creating added value through innovative ideas and
solutions that bring prosperity to its customers and business partners, a principle that
has been the driving force behind the constant growth of the Group. Today, more than 70
YKK subsidiaries around the world share the philosophy of the “Cycle of Goodness”, which
places corporate responsibility, transparency and respect for others at the heart of every
business decision.
Fairness is the standard on which YKK bases all its conduct, with the key ambition to
contribute to a sustainable society through its work.

YKK presents its first digital collection:
In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, YKK launches the new A/W 21-22 collection, also in digital format, to
facilitate their customers’ interest in the latest news in terms of fastening products, even in this difficult situation. The format was designed to facilitate a deeper understanding of the collection and its new aspects and
innovations also through digital tools. Customers will receive an exclusive invitation to view the range and can
digitally book a meeting with the YKK team to receive more information or to request product samples.
The protagonist of the A/W 2021-22 collection will again be Natulon®, the range of zippers focusing on
recycling and saving resources, made with PET bottles, fibers and other polyester residues.
The Natulon® production process reduces the impact on the environment by lowering energy consumption,
CO2 emissions, the use of crude oil and the production of industrial waste.
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YKK offers its customers the choice between two recycling systems: chemical or material.
In the first case, Natulon® Chemically Recycled, the chemically recycled post-consumer polyester is restored
to its original molecular structure, making it perpetually recyclable. This process eliminates the need for virgin
material.
In the second case, the Natulon® Material Recycled tape is produced with recycled polyester and pelletized
using the most innovative technologies. The resulting product becomes the perfect solution for customers
who aim to increase the content of recycled material in their products.
Finally, GreenRise®, the YKK zip partially of plant origin, whose raw biological component is molasses, a
by-product of sugar production. This solution is ideal for those who want to reduce the introduction of new
plastic material.

YKK ITALIA S.p.A.
Tel: 02-33940584, email: veronica_trezzi@ykk.it
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FRANCIACORTA: OFFICIAL WINE OF MILAN’S FASHION SHOWS
Milan, 10/09/2020 - The start of 2012 marked the beginning of an important partnership
of the Consorzio Franciacorta with the Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana. The
Consorzio selected la moda italiana, as its “soul-mate,” the cultural expression with which
Franciacorta shares the distinctive qualities of Made in Italy throughout the world: artistic
craftsmanship, refined elegance, and high quality.
Thanks to the agreement, Franciacorta wine will be the official wine, for the eighth
consecutive year, of Milano Fashion Week.
During the upcoming days of the fashion shows, from 22 to 28 September, select guests of
the Camera della Moda and of the world-famous Maison will enjoy glasses of Franciacorta
as they attend the wide-ranging events programme, as they appreciate this wine’s equallyappreciated collections: Brut, Satèn, Rosé, Millesimato, and Riserva.
Italy’s first wine made exclusively with the classic method secondary fermentation in the
bottle to win the DOCG, the country’s top wine recognition, Franciacorta constitutes a
truly unique product in Italy. In little more than 50 years, the passionate commitment of
its producers has given the world a wine of exceptional quality, a prestigious ambassador
of this Bel Paese, one that has achieved recognition across the globe.
A wine, yes, but a growing area to be discovered as well, lying just an hour from Milano,
Italy’s high-fashion capital. Located in the heart of the Lombardy region, Franciacorta,
gazing out over the waters of the Lago d’Iseo, offers a rich heritage of culture, history, and
natural beauty, all framed by magnificent verdant panoramas and the sensuous contours
of its gentle morainic hills.

The Consorzio Franciacorta is the body that guarantees and monitors respect for the Franciacorta production
code, the first wine in Italy produced exclusively by the classic-method of refermentation in the bottle to win,
in 1995, the status of Denominazione di Origine Controllata e Garantita. The activities of the Consorzio include
protection of the brand and of the growing area, continuing perfection through constant improvements to the
production code and related regulations, providing information to consumers, monitoring the wines through the
sales process, and the promotion of Franciacorta as the expression of a growing area, a wine, and a production
method. Founded in 5 March 1990, and headquartered in Erbusco, in the heart of Franciacorta, the Consorzio
is comprised of 115 producers.
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PIATTAFORMA SISTEMA FORMATIVO MODA WILL JOIN MILAN
FASHION WEEK WITH FASHION GRADUATE ITALIA 2020 / DIGITAL
EDITION
A digital edition and a live event - on its fourth edition - to celebrate and support the
italian fashion schooling system, during a crucial year for fashion and Italy.
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Eleven schools of Piattaforma Sistema Formativo Moda (PSFM) – the
Association of Fashion Schools in Italy – will join the 2020 edition of MFW in an innovative
digital edition of Fashion Graduate Italia. A great creative opportunity and the sign of
the times we are living through pandemic – with 11 original fashion films available on
streaming.
On the website www.milanofashionweek.cameramoda.it there will be a new section
called Italian Education Hub a synergy between Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana
(CNMI) and the Association Piattaforma Sistema Formativo Moda, aimed at enhancing
the system of Italian fashion schools on a national and international level and focused on
promoting its collaboration with the fashion industry. The Italian Education Hub will host
two events dedicated to fashion training in Italy: Fashion Graduate Italia by PSFM and
Milano Moda Graduate by CNMI that will conclude the MFW official schedule.
Within the digital room dedicated to Fashion Graduate Italia 2020, eleven schools will
exhibit the students’ collections through digital performances, in the form of fashion
films, highlighting the students’ creativity. Images of the students’ collections will be
shown through photo lookbooks, the schools will showcase their “philosophy” and most
of all, the individual Fashion Films produced by each school will be shown live and then
they will be available to the public for the entire Fashion Week.
The Fashion Graduate Italia 2020 calendar of Fashion Films:
Wednesday 23rd September
2.30 PM - Accademia della Moda IUAD
3.30 PM - HARIM Accademia Euromediterranea
4.30 PM - AFOL Moda
5.30 PM - Arsutoria School
6.30 PM - Domus Academy
7.00 PM - Ferrari Fashion School
Thursday 24th September
2.30 PM - IED Istituto Europeo di Design
3.30 PM – Istituto Marangoni
4.30 PM – Istituto Modartech
5.30 PM – Istituto Secoli
6.30 PM – NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti
Donato Medici, newly appointed President of the Association PSFM, Piattaforma Sistema
Formativo Moda, claims “It is an honour to take part in the Milan Fashion Week with the
event Fashion Graduate Italia 2020 | Digital edition. Two different worlds, the world of
education and the world of fashion in constant exchange, communicate in a common
space. The Association PSFM - among the most important institutions in the field of
fashion education – will display the works and creative ideas of students from 11 different
schools, making their talent more visible to the whole world”.
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Piattaforma Sistema Formativo Moda is the hub that brings together the Italian institutes
and academies since 2008, offering training courses in the field of fashion. The schools
in the association have always been strongly focused on the Italian cultural, historical and
industrial heritage, establishing a fundamental segment in the development of innovation
and in the creation of new talents, aligning their educational offer to the market needs.
The association - which has an important role in the coordination and balanced development
of the Italian fashion education system - promotes collaborations with institutions such
as Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana and Confindustria Moda. It collaborates with
international institutions in order to have active part in the fashion system.
Follow the events of Fashion Graduate Italia on
www.milanofashionweek.cameramoda.it
fashiongraduateitalia.it
@fashiongraduateitalia
Contacts
www.piattaformamoda.it
info@piattaformamoda.it
Press Office Next Agency - press@nextagency.it
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CNMI SIGNS STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH LEADING
ECOMMERCE WHOLESALE PLATFORM NUORDER
Milan, 10/09/2020 - In keeping with its continuous support for the young generations of
talented fashion designers, Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana is glad to announce a
partnership with Los Angeles-based technology company NuORDER, the global leading
wholesale e-commerce platform connecting more than 2,000 brands and 500,000
retailers.
Starting from September 2020, thanks to CNMI, NuORDER will power the emerging
designers showcase, featuring exciting up and coming designers selected by the Italian
Fashion Chamber. For two seasons, these brands will have free access to the B2B-platform
and have the chance to use NuORDER’s market leading features such as digital catalogs,
line sheets, 360 imagery and Virtual Showroom to boost their wholesale business.
With this project, CNMI reconfirms its particular attention to the support and promotion
of upcoming fashion brands, not only giving them international visibility but also offering
them concrete solutions to increase their commercial presence. In keeping with this
strategic approach, last year for example, CNMI selected 13 Made in Italy brands, which
had the chance to show-case and sell their collections at a traveling pop-up shop at
Hyunday department stores across Korea.
“In such a challenging moment for the fashion industry, we are happy to team up with
Camera Nazionale della Moda to develop this partnership aimed at supporting and
promoting the business of emerging labels,” says NuORDER co-Founder and Co-Chief
Executive Officer Health Wells. “I think that this pandemic which has shaken the world
has really shown us how technology is an essential force for constructive change and
progress. Being at the forefront of innovation, we deeply feel the responsibility to share
our achievements and offer our strong support to next generations of talents.”
“I really want to thank NuORDER for the incredible opportunity they are giving to real
talents of the Made in Italy scene. Now, more than ever, I think it’s crucial for brands to
have all the tools to be competitive on the international scene,” said CNMI President Carlo
Capasa. “We are going through a pretty complicated, challenging moment for the fashion
industry and knowing that a leading company like NuORDER is aware of the needs of the
emerging designers is a very positive sign which makes me feel even more optimistic
about the future of our Made In Italy industry and of Milan as a capital of fashion and
luxury.”
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CHINASTONE ORGANIZES THE FIRST “ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF
INTERNATIONAL FASHION INDUSTRIES ALLIANCES”
Milan, 10/09/2020 - Chinastone , partner of CNMI, has organized for autumn 2020 in
Qingdao the first “International Fashion Industries Alliances”.
Chinastone Industrial Services Group is China’s biggest professional organizations in
management consultancy as well as industrial services. It has successful cases in strategy
consulting for giant fashion companies.
The International Fashion Industry Alliances which is committed to create a “ 3+3” fashion
industry strategy: integrate 3 international resources of “material, brand, design” with 3
China’s resources of “manufacturing capacity, sales channels, understanding of Chinese
market”. The purpose is to provide to international brands wider visibility and sales
channels b2b and b2c .
The title of the 1st festival is “When Turandot meets Mulan”, because this year is the 50th
anniversay of China and Italy diplomatic cooperation agreement.
The purpose is to facilitate business, cultural exchange and integrate the competitive
advantages between the East and the West under the new round of globalization;
CNMI will be the honour guest.
At the festival will partecipate a selection of emerging italian designers of CNMI with a
dedicated exhibition.
A catwalk show co conducted by the famous Chinese and Italian designer will be launched.
The forum will host the Ceo of the biggest Chinese fashion groups with international
guests.
CNMI will be part at the opening ceremony and the forum through a digital presence.
Qingdao, the capital of Shandong is on the seaside and has the reputation as “European
style city”, known as one of the richest and most proactive city in international lifestyle
events.

